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2020 BASEBALL RULE BOOK 



SHBSA Guidelines for 2020 Season 

Sterling Heights Baseball and Softball Association 

Disclaimer: Participants, parents, family, and spectators engaging in baseball and softball, and other 

activities related to the game do so with knowledge of the risk and potential exposure involved.  Parents 

and players continuing with the season agree to accept any and all inherent risks to their personal health. 

Introduction:  SHBSA is so grateful to be able to offer a chance to get on the diamonds.  We understand 

this is an unprecedented time and we will be diligent in following guidelines from the State of Michigan 

and City of Sterling Heights to keep your child safe during the baseball and softball season this summer. 

These guidelines are changing on a weekly basis and we will continue to monitor and make adjustments 

as necessary.  In these unprecedented times, SHBSA strives to protect the integrity of the game while also 

providing a safe environment for all involved.  We will continue our mission to develop, administer and 

promote the sport of baseball and softball to provide opportunities for participation and the best possible 

experience for those involved. SHBSA will proactively intervene to limit risks, and will monitor and 

comply with government and city rules and guidelines.  

1. Association Rules

 No gum

 No eating or spitting seeds of any kind

 No smoking/ chewing tobacco

 No licking of fingers and wiping them off

 No sharing of equipment

 No sharing of communal water bottles

 No spitting

Penalty- Due to the highly contagious nature of COVID-19 and the necessity to protect the 

public’s health, SHBSA is taking a strong stance on eliminating the association rules above: 

1. First Offense- Warning to player and coach

2. Second Offense- Player will be ejected from the game and will be suspended for one

additional game

3. Third Offense- Expulsion from the league

2. Modified Game Rules

 Base coaches must stay 6 feet away from all players including the runner they wish to talk to

during or after suspension of play.

 Coaches are not to make contact with any player at any time, even to correct hitting or

throwing mechanics.

 Team huddles and meetings requiring close proximity of players, coaches, and spectators are

prohibited.

 Baseball divisions will institute the use of the double first base (orange/white bag) to

minimize potential for player contact.

 All divisions will institute the use of a commitment line at home plate to minimize potential

for player contact and players and umpires being in close proximity.

 Coaches holding a defensive conference must stay outside the pitching circle and can only

include the pitcher, catcher and coach.

 Each team will provide two game balls and warm–up ball that has a small indication that it is

their team’s equipment.  The teams will use their own ball when they are in the field on

defense.



o Any baseball that is hit outside of the field of play must only be retrieved by a player

and not a spectator. If a baseball is touched by a spectator, it must be wiped down

with sanitary wipe.

 No sharing of equipment will be allowed.  Each player must have his/her own fielding glove,

batting helmet and bat. SHBSA will provide any equipment that is needed.

 SHBSA will provide catcher’s equipment to any players interested.  Catchers will keep and

maintain their own catchers gear for the year, returning it sanitized at the end of the season.

 No high fives or handshakes will be permitted, including to congratulate after a run is scored

or a good play is made.  After games, players will lineup on their respective foul line and tip

their caps to each other.

 The time limit will be strictly enforced in order to maintain the limited number of people at

the field.  If the time limit occurs in the middle of an inning, the score will revert back to the

last full inning played and may end in a tie.

3. Umpire Operation

 Umpires can be behind the plate in gear as normal but a little further away from the catcher

than the normal 2-3 feet, not 6 feet. They can also stand behind the pitcher if desired.  Masks

will be required if an umpire needs to address a coach or player in close proximity.

 There will not be a pregame conference

 Umpires will not be handling the game ball. Baseballs and softballs must remain separated

and limited to two per team.  Each team will provide two game balls and a practice ball that

they will keep track of.  It is suggested you mark the ball with a small marking indicating

which belongs to your team.

 In Pitching Machine, only the umpires will “pitch” the balls by loading them into the

machine.  A team player will be alongside the machine to make defensive plays.

4. Baseball/ Softball Complex Modifications

 The following amenities will not be available during the 2020 season:

1. Dugouts

2. Bleachers

3. Drinking Fountains

4. Concessions

5. Portable Toilets

 Restrooms at Delia Park will be available.  Washing hands frequently is strongly

recommended.

 All players and coaches are responsible for supplying their own hand sanitizer.

5. Players/Parents/Spectators/Coaches

 At the time of forming this document, there is a limit of 100 people per field (including

players, parents, coaches, umpires).  This equates to one player and two spectators per

player.  Although this may change, we ask that you bring immediate family only for the

2020 season to help limit potential exposure of COVID-19.

 Each coach will need a designated team parent to monitor their team’s compliance of

modified rules.  This designee will also be responsible for collecting bats after a player

turn at the plate.  The designated must wear a mask and gloves while performing this

task.



 Players, coaches and spectators are required to screen themselves at home prior to

coming to the field and proactively monitor your own and anyone in the household’s

health status. If anyone is not feeling well in the family or has a temperature exceeding

100.4, all members of the family including the player must remain home.

 Masks are recommended to be worn.

 6 foot social distancing guidelines are required.  Masks must be worn when this cannot be

achieved.

 Players, coaches, and spectators are required to provide your own sanitizing wipes for

personal use if desired.

 Spectators may bring their own lawn-chairs.

6. Quarantine Procedures

 If the unfortunate circumstance happens and someone contracts COVID-19, a 14-day

quarantine is required for everyone that may have been exposed directly or indirectly.  This

will include all players, coaches, spectators, umpires, and league officials.  No refunds or

credits will be given for any missed games.

In closing, SHBSA has always been about our kids. It is our goal to provide a safe place for the kids to 

get out and play ball.  Although it will look and feel different this year, we are one of the only groups in 

the metro Detroit area that is working to provide some semblance of the game/season. Each year, we 

all recite that it is about the KIDS; and now it is time to show just that.  Let’s make this 2020 season 

about letting them play the game.  

In order for this season to be successful and to take place in its entirety, it will take everyone involved 

to make this happen.  We are each responsible for our own actions and for insuring the safety of 

ourselves, players, coaches, league officials, umpires, and City staff.  If the City observes that the above 

plan is not being followed, there is no choice but to take corrective action.  If needed, more progressive 

measures may be taken, up to closing the fields for the remainder of the season.  We ask that everyone 

please take these modifications seriously and help protect our players and the 2020 season. 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

The Sterling Heights Baseball Softball Association (SHBSA) is organized for the purpose of promoting organized, amateur, 
recreational baseball and softball for the mutual benefit and enjoyment of players, coaches, parents and spectators. Our 
overall objective is to promote an emphasis of good sportsmanship, learning, and a community that facilitates an 
atmosphere of goodwill for everyone involved. 

GENERAL RULES 

The NFHS League Rules shall be in effect, except when modified by the SHBSA Rule Book 2020. 

The SHBSA Baseball Commissioner reserves the right to change any rule, if the need arises. 

CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE 

1.0 The Baseball commissioner shall be notified in all matters concerning conduct and discipline within twenty four 
(24) hours. 

1.1 Baseball commissioner shall be responsible for monitoring the conduct of managers within their league. Any 
problems which cannot be resolved shall be brought to the SHBSA Executive board for assistance and direction. 

1.2 Managers, coaches, players and spectators must not advocate or participate in demeaning activity or verbal 
harassment towards their opponent’s players, coach’s spectators or umpires either prior, during or after the 
game. Banned activity includes but not limited to: parading of flags/banners, victory celebrations, verbal abuse 
of an opponents and umpires that are done in a way to degrade anyone at the field. 

1.3 All persons associated with the SHBSA baseball season, managers coaches, players , parents  and spectators  
who shall offer  any solicitation of gifts or rewards from any player, manager or coach to any umpires shall be 
declared ineligible to participate in SHBSA activates. Once the SHBSA executive board has a hearing with such 
person and declares such person ineligible there will be no reinstatement 

1.4 All ejected players, managers, coaches and spectators must cease all involvement in the game and leave the 
playing field and the park.  Failure to begin so within one (1) minute will result in a forfeiture of the game for 
that team. 

1.5 Any ejected person is automatically suspended from participating in the next scheduled game. (Playoffs 
included) It is the responsibility of the manager or acting manager to ensure the ejected person does not attend 
the game and is not in the park. Attending the next game will result in a forfeit of that day’s game and a 
suspension of the next game. Also failure to comply could result in a one (1) year suspension. Rain outs or 
forfeits will not be considered as a played game. 

1.6 Any manager, coach, player or other participant who receives a second ejection in the same year (playoffs 
including) will immediately be suspended from all league activities for the remainder of the year. That person    
must appear before the SHBSA executive board before any reinstatement can occur for the next season. If 
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reinstatement occurs and individual is ejected one (1) time at any point in any new seasons that person will have 
an indefinite suspension from all league activities. 

1.7 In cases where executive board members do not meet and disciplinary action was taken, no more than a one (1) 
game suspension can be given.  Person(s) may appeal to the appeal to the SHBSA executive board. If disciplinary 
action is upheld by a majority of board members, then there will be a two (2) game suspension. 

1.8 No disciplinary action may be taken on a player by a manager unless the manager has notified their league 
commissioner within 24 hours. 

1.9 Alcoholic beverages on school or city property will not be tolerated. Penalty: ejection from the premises and 
possible forfeiture of game at the discretion of the umpire or any board member 

SMOKING AND ALCOHOL POLICY 

2.0 Smoking and chewing tobacco on the bench or playing field by players or coaches participating in the game is 
prohibited. Penalty: ejection from the game after the first warning. 

2.1 No corporal punishment will be tolerated. Penalty: possible dismissal from the SHBSA, at the discretion of the 
SHBSA executive board. 

2.2 Intentional throwing or abusing of any baseball equipment will not be tolerated. The offending individual will be 
ejected from the game. 

2.3 Any game in which a non-legal (not registered with the league) or over aged player participates will be forfeited 
by the offending team. The manager of the offending team will be suspended for the number of games in which 
the non-legal player participates. 

PLAYERS/MANAGERS ELIGIBILTY 

3.0 There is no guarantee that any manager or coach will be returning the following year. As there are factors that 
will dictate how many teams there will be and how many managers/coaching positions will be required? 

3.1 Managers and assistant coaches must pass the background check required by the SHBSA and the Parks and 
Recreation Department and must complete and turn in to SHBSA the CDC concussion certification required by 
state law, prior to conducting any team activates. 

3.2 Managers must receive a hard copy of the concussion information document provided by the CDC from each 
player prior to that player participating in any team activates. Managers must maintain those copies for the 
duration of the season. 

3.3 All new managers must attend a mandatory coach’s clinic. 

3.4 To ensure the quality of our managers and coaches the SHBSA reserves the right to review all coaches and 
managers periodically and at any time dismiss a coach or manager that is inconsistent with the stated goals and 
objectives of the SHBSA (State of Purpose). Any participant exhibiting behavior inconsistent with these 
objectives is subject to review and possible discipline by the SHBSA executive board. 
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3.5 Any manager that is dismissed will be notified by a representative of the SHBSA executive board. 

3.6 An appeal may be filled in writing to the SHBSA and the person will be granted a hearing in front of the board. 

3.7 There is also no guarantee of the buddy system. 

3.8 Mentally or physically handicapped children can be placed in a lower age league prior to the start of the first 
official game of the lower league with the approval of the managers, the SHBSA executive board and a letter 
from the child’s doctor. 

3.9 No player shall play for more than one (1) SHBSA team nor change age divisions after the start of the first official 
game played by either age divisions. Players playing on both SHBSA teams and federation teams must fulfill their 
obligation to the SHBSA team first.  

3.10 No manager, coach or assistant coach can participate in any of this positions on more than one (1) team within 
the same age division.  If the rule is violated the coach in violation will be suspended for an entire calendar year. 

3.11 A player’s age is determined by the age of that player on December 31st of the year in which the season is 
played.  This year it is December 31st 2020. Whatever age the player turns in 2020 is the age the player plays as. 

3.12 Age Verification: Starting in 2018 the age verification rule will be strongly enforced. Each player must provide 
age verification by legal document. No player will be permitted to play in any game until that player’s age has 
been verified by the SHBSA.  It is the responsibility of the coach to ensure the SHBSA has verified all his players. 

ATTENDANCE 

4.0 A player is required to attend a minimum of two (2) practices per week until the official season begins. The 
official practice season will begin on the date shown on the field permit. An exception to this rule is players that 
play on the junior and senior high school teams and their coach forbids them to practice with other teams, until 
the school team season is over. 

4.1 A player is required to attend a minimum of two (2) regular season games per week once the official season 
begins. Players may be required to attend an additional game per week if rainouts or suspended games are 
scheduled. Once the playoffs begin players may be required to play more than two (2) games per week. 

4.2 If a player has two (2) or more unexcused absences from the official practices or games that player may be 
dropped from the team without a refund. This is subject to the manger recommending dismissal to the Baseball 
Commissioner. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PLAYERS 

5.0 Each team is allowed only players on the team roster as recorded with the SHBSA. Failure to adhere to this 
policy will result in the forfeiture of any game that an unauthorized player played in. In addition, disciplinary 
action shall be taken against any manager who knowingly violates this rule. 

5.1 Only the manager, coaches, and scorekeeper are allowed on the teams’ bench/dugout or playing field. The 
umpires may remove all unauthorized personnel from the playing field or teams’ bench/dugout. Managers, 
coaches, scorekeeper and players shall not be permitted to observe the game from behind the backstop or 
home plate. Further action may be taken by the SHBSA. 
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5.2 If a manager has five (5) or more players requesting the draft at sign up, the manager can be subject to dismissal 
from the SHBSA program with the SHBSA executive board approval.  

5.3 All managers must submit to the Baseball Commissioner a team protected list of players by the end of the 
regular registration date. This date will vary year to year.  Any players registered after the regular registration 
ends will be put into the league draft pool.  

5.4 Each team may recruit up to 2 new players. Recruited players are those who did not play in the SHBSA the 
previous season. 

5.5 There is no pirating of players from another team in your league.   

5.6 Any player who played in the SHBSA the previous season and is not on last season’s team protected list will be 
placed in the draft. This includes players that moved up in age while previous team stayed back, or previous 
team coach moved up to the next age division and player is left in the same age division. 

5.7 All returning players not protected by their manager will be put into the leagues draft. 

5.8 Any newly formed team entering the league may join the league with a maximum of Ten (10) players regardless 
of that divisions maximum protected amount. The remaining roster spots will be filled through the draft. A new 
team shall be defined as a team who’s players did not play together on the same team the previous season and 
whose manger(s) had no involvement as either an assistant coach or manager(s) in the same age division the 
previous season. 

5.9 If the existing manager quits or leaves the team before the draft and the team is taken over by a new manager, 
the players can have the option of either staying with their existing team if availability allows or go into the 
draft. 

5.10 All new teams at Team Formation Day will receive up to the minimum number of the existing teams protected 
players. 

5.11 Trades will be allowed ONLY on draft day. All trades must have the approval of both managers, the baseball 
commissioner. Protected players cannot be traded.  Players cannot be traded after draft day, please do not have 
players/parents contact the league requesting a trade or their player, or request to be put on a different team.   
If a hardship occurs and a player has to be placed on another team it will be reviewed by the SHBSA Baseball 
Commissioner. 

5.12 Players not wanting to play for a given manager shall indicate so at registration and will go into the draft. A 
player may not list more than one (1) manager for which they do not want to play for. Managers cannot protect 
or draft any player who has asked not to play for them.    

5.13 Every manager or their representative must attend the league draft. If a team does not have a representation 
at the draft, the baseball commissioner shall assign someone to act on behalf of that team.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

5.14 Players can play up in age divisions with the approval of the baseball commissioner,  the player’s parent and 
either the player’s existing manager he has played for or a manager that is recruiting the player. No player may 
play up in age divisions on only the parent’s request.                                                                                                                                                                                    
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5.15 All players registering after the draft will be placed on a team in accordance to the Team Selection order, if 
there is room to fill teams.  Otherwise those players will go onto a waiting list until a new team may be formed. 

5.16 Players can be added to a roster at any point of the regular season for hardship cases, to prevent forfeiting 
remaining games if approved by three (3) SHBSA executive board members.  Once the regular season ends there 
will be no roster adding. Hardship cases are defined as players lost due to extended injury (more than one 
game), family moves, family crisis, quitting, or other crisis approved by the SHBSA executive board. 

5.17 The League intends to have no more than 12 players on each team roster. Additional players may be added if 
deemed necessary by the Commissioner. 

UMPIRES 

6.0 Two (2) weeks prior to the start of the current season, the head umpire must provide the baseball  
commissioner a two (2) week schedule that shows umpires at all scheduled games. The head umpire must 
maintain a two (2) advance schedule throughout the season. Any changes to the schedule, the head umpire 
must notify the baseball commissioner.  

6.1 Any umpire who shall receive any solicitation of gifts or rewards from any player, manager or coach shall report 
the solicitation to the head umpire and the league commissioner. Failure to inform the League commissioner 
immediately of such an offer of solicitation, and all facts and circumstances shall be declared permanently 
ineligible.  

6.2         Any umpire who shall receive any gifts or rewards also will be declared permanently ineligible.       

6.3         Once the SHBSA executive board declares an umpire ineligible, there will be no reinstatement. 

6.4        Fairly call the game based on your best judgment of the rules (local and nation) as established by the league. 

6.5        Umpires to conduct mandatory pre-game conference with both head coaches no later than 5 minutes prior to 
the start of a scheduled game. Conference will include discussion on ground rules, proper equipment (wearing 
of jewelry, bats, etc.), questions on rules and suggestions to speed up the game (substitution plans, coaches 
warming up a pitcher, as needed, player hustle on/off the field). 

6.6     Respond professionally when asked for clarification of rules and judgment calls. 

6.7     Treat both teams and all players equally and fairly and ensure the rights of players. 

6.8     Treat managers, coaches, other volunteers, players and parents with dignity. Attempt to pursue positive        
approaches to dealing with all parties. 

6.9     Show good sportsmanship, a positive attitude and remember the real reason for the game: (FUN)       

6.10 Umpires may report to the Board any issues or problems, including bullying or offensive behavior, witnessed 
before, during, or after the game. 

6.11     All umpires must attend yearly mandatory umpire meeting by the SHBSA. 

6.12 Umpires are not to umpire any games in which they are participating, or have an immediate relative 
participating in the league. If an umpire change cannot be made at the field, that game will be suspended. 
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Exceptions to this rule are acceptable providing that both managers are in mutual agreement upon who the 
umpire shall be. 

OFFICIAL GAMES 

7.0 Starting and forfeit times will be listed on the game schedules. All games will be seven (7) innings in length, or as 
restricted by the game time limit. (See individual age division for time limitations) 

7.1 An official game shall consist of the last completed inning at the official time limit for regular season games 
(exception: Playoffs, when the 4 ½ innings if the home team is leading or five (5) full innings must be played). No 
playoff game can end in a tie. 

7.2 City Championship games will go a full 7 innings. There is no time limit. 

7.3 An unofficial game that is suspended will not be started. The game will be picked up from the point of 
suspension. That includes the amount of time left on the allotted time for that game. If a game is suspended 
during a game, both managers must sign both score books and the umpire must sign both score books before 
leaving the field of play.   Failure of a manager to sign the score books the score book with the umpire and 
coaches signature shall become the official score book upon the games restart.  

7.4 All games must have seven (7) players per team to start by the forfeit time (start time). An eighth (8) player 
must arrive before the first pitch of the 3rd inning. If the eighth (8) player has not arrived by then, the team will 
forfeit. The coach must call time and notify the umpire at the next game stoppage that is eighth (8) player has 
arrived.   If the number falls below seven (7) at any time in the first two innings or falls below eight (8) players 
from the 3rd inning on, the team will forfeit the game.   

7.5 It is the manger’s responsibility to present a complete batting order, with the players’ number and name, prior 
to the start of the game to the other teams score keeper.  

7.6 It shall be the umpires’ responsibility to determine the play ability of the field. 

7.7 The league will follow an approved heat index for sporting activities.  

7.8 If lighting is observed by the umpire, the umpire will suspend the game until weather conditions determine if 
the game can be continued or canceled.  The umpire will wait a minimum of ten (10) and a maximum of twenty 
(20) minutes. The ten (10) minute clock will restart with each observation of lighting.  

7.9 All players from any game suspended due to weather shall seek shelter until the umpire determines it is safe to 
resume the game.  The umpire will redirect players/coaches back to the field once they determine its safety 

7.10 All rained out games and make-up games will be rescheduled as soon as possible. The league commissioner will 
notify each manager. Rain out games and make-up games may be scheduled on Friday nights and or Saturday.                                                                                                                                                                        
         

LEAGUE STANDINGS 

8.0 The following formula will be used to determine league standings.  For each win, a team will receive two (2) 
points. For tie games, each team will receive one (1) point. Teams will finish and be seeded for the playoffs in 
the order of most points. Tiebreakers:  First tie-breaker will be the team with the most wins. Second tie-breaker 
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will be most points earned against team or teams they are tied with. The third tie-breaker will be the fewest 
runs allowed for the season for all games played. If more than two teams are tied at any point during the 
process and you eliminate a team then the tie-breaker process starts again with the first tie-breaker. If all tie-
breakers have been used and a tie is still present, then a coin flip by the Baseball Commissioner  or member of 
the SHBSA executive board will  done in the presence of all the managers involved in the tie. 

8.1 SCORES:  Umpires must print and sign their name on the score sheet of both teams after each game. It will be 
the responsibility of each manager to text/email the score of their game to the Baseball Commissioner within 24 
hours. Failure to report the score within time frame will result in a forfeiture of the game.  

PLAYOFFS/POST SEASON TOURNAMENT 

9.0 All city championship games must be a complete seven inning game. The mercy rule will not apply to the city 
championship games. For all other playoff games, the mercy rule will apply.   

9.1 PLAYOFFS: At the conclusion of the regular season, a tournament will be played with all teams placed in 
brackets according to seeding based upon points from the regular season.   (See league standings) 

9.2 The better seeded team will be the home team, and will occupy the 3rd base bench.  

PROTEST PROCEDURE 

10.0 If a game is to be put under protest, the following procedure must be followed:  The manager of the protesting 
team must immediately, before the next pitch, notify the umpire and the opposing manager that the game is 
being continued under protest 

10.1 The umpire will notify the scorekeepers that the game is under protest and both books will be signed by the 
umpire. 

10.2 All specifics relating to a protest must be included in the score book: player at bat, inning, balls and strikes, 
name of the pitcher and the pitch count.  Pitchers number of pitches thrown. Base runners and outs and any 
other information that is relevant at that time. 

10.3 Protest of any game shall be made in writing and filed with a fee of $20.00 with the league commissioner no 
later than 24 hours after the game being protested. The letter of protest must include the date, name of umpire, 
and all matters pertaining to the alleged infraction, citing which rule(s) were violated. 

10.4 Protest shall not be received or considered if they are based solely on a decision involving the accuracy of 
judgement on the part of the umpire.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

10.5 All protests shall be acted upon by a committee appointed or approved by the executive board of the SHBSA, 
prior to the start of the playing season. The decision of the protest committee shall be final. 

10.6 The $20.00 protest fee will be applied to the general fund of the SHBSA, if the protest is denied by the protest 
committee. If the protest is accepted, the $20.00 will be returned to the protesting team the appropriate action 
will be taken by the SHBSA. 
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SPECIAL RULES 

11.0 In the case of combined age groups, the rules for older age group will take precedent. 

11.1 If there is any rule that leads to any misunderstanding or is misprinted in the rule book, the rule will be brought 
to the Baseball Commissioner at once and a clarification of how the rule will be interpreted going forward will be 
made and that information will be passed back down to all umpires and managers ASAP. 

11.2 Any team not showing for a completion of a suspended game will forfeit that game. Players participating in the 
original game, but not for the make-up, will not be recorded as an out for their spot in the batting lineup. Players 
not available for the original game will not be eligible for the make-up.  

11.3 All players on the team will be placed in the batting order and will bat whether on defense or the bench. 
(Continuous batting order)  

11.4 Late arriving players will be placed in the batting order at the last batting position. (At the end of the lineup) 
Players arriving at the start of the 5th inning (as soon as the third out in the bottom of the 4th inning) or later 
will not be allowed to bat or compete in the game. 

EQUIPMENT 

12.0 A player cannot be fielded who arrives wearing a uniform which has been  deliberately altered, or has profane, 
abusive language, alcohol or drug related, distasteful or offensive names, pictures or symbols printed on. 
Subject to the SHBSA baseball commissioner discretion, names and numbers are not considered as altering the 
uniform. Alterations will be subject to the SHBSA Baseball commissioner approval. 

12.1 All equipment issued to a team must be returned to the equipment building or league official on or by the 
designated return date. Penalty: Suspension from participating applies to managers or assistant managers of all 
teams. 

12.2 Any equipment infractions observed by a league official, umpires, and/or managers is to be reported to the 
commissioners. No action will be taken at the game. Infractions will be discussed with the offending team’s 
manager. A second infraction will be dealt with by the SHBSA executive board. 

12.3 All players must wear a cup and supporter. A player cannot participate in any way if they are not wearing a cup. 

12.4 No street shoes (hard soled) or tennis shoes will be allowed. Turf shoes or rubber cleated shoes must be worn.  
Fourteen (14) year old players and above are allowed to wear metal spike baseball shoes.  Thirteen (13) year old 
players may wear the metal spiked cleats if they are playing with 14 year old and older players. If Thirteen (13) 
year olds are playing in a league that is thirteen and younger they cannot wear metal spike cleats.  

12.5 All players on a team will wear uniforms alike in color, trim, and style as issued by the SHBSA.                                                      

12.6 Players may wear outer type garments for their comfort, under their uniform except for jackets and coats, which 
may be worn over their uniform. (Exception See Pitcher’s rules for wearing garments) 

12.7 Helmet Usage: Helmets must be worn by all runners and batters at all times while in the field of play. If a 
runner’s helmet accidentally falls off, the runner shall not be called out. If the umpire determines that a helmet 
was intentionally knocked off, the first violation will be a team warning. The second team violation will be and 
automatic out for the player and an ejection from the game. 
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12.8 Each team will receive (1) one warning for throwing a bat. The second team offense will result in the batter 
being called out. 

12.9 In the anticipation of a close play at any base (other than 1st base), the baserunner must either 
 slide or give himself up. The umpire, in his judgement, may call the baserunner out for failure to 
 abide by this rule.  The defensive player cannot impede the baserunner from having a direct path to the 
oncoming base or home plate. 

12.10 In 12U, 14U and 18U in the event of a dropped third strike by the catcher with 1st base unoccupied and less than 
2 out, the batter shall be deemed to have given himself up and called out if, in the plate umpire’s judgement, he 
has taken at least 3 steps towards his own dugout, or does not react immediately to the situation.  This would 
also be the case when there are 2 outs, regardless if 1st base is occupied or not.        

8U MACHINE PITCH:  MACHINE PITCH SPECIAL RULES –Rules 13.0-13.21 

13.0 Machine Pitch managers may have up to 12 players listed on their protected list. This may include up to 2 new 
recruited players. (Example: 10 previous players + 2 new recruited players) The remaining players to fill out the 
team’s roster will come from the league draft. 

13.1 No inning will begin after one (1) hour and fifteen (15) minutes from the start time. The time limit applies to 
the time of the third (3) out of the previous inning. This will apply for all regular season games 

13.2 Players shall be defensively placed in positions such that there is a defined infield and outfield: ten (10) players 
on the field with six (6) infielders and four (4) outfielders. If a team has only eight (8) or nine (9) players there is 
no restrictions as to the placement of the players except there must be a catcher. 

13.3 STEALING: No stealing is allowed. Base runners cannot leave the base until the ball has been batted in to play. If 
a runner leaves the base early the runner is out. 

13.4 BASERUNNING: When a ball is hit into the outfield and is thrown back and is in possession of a player in the 
infield, all base runners will only be able to advance to the base they are going to at the time of the possession 
of the ball. The infield shall be defined as the distance from home plate to a maximum of 5 feet beyond the 
bases and base paths.   

13.5 OVERTHROWS: Overthrows that are thrown to first base in an attempt to get the batter out: the runner must 
stay at first base and IS NOT awarded second base. All overthrows thrown to a base in an attempt to get the out 
runner out, the runner can only advance to the base they were going to at the time of the overthrow. All other 
base runners on base at the time of an over throw will only get the base they are going to. An overthrow that 
hits the pitching machine will result in a dead ball. Runners advance only to the base they were going to. 

13.6 BUNTING: There is no bunting allowed. If a batter bunts he will be called out and a dead ball will be called. 

PITCHING AND BASELINE DISTANCE: 

13.7 Pitching distance shall be 40 feet from the back of home plate to the pitching rubber. Baseline distance will be 
55 feet. Home to second base will be 77 feet 6 inches. The UMPIRE will operate and make any necessary 
adjustments to the pitching machine for both teams the entire season.  There will be no switching of machines 
during a game unless the umpries deems it necessary.  The manager or assistant coach will operate the 
pitching machine to their own team the entire season.  
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13.8 If it is determined by the umpire that the pitching machine has stopped working properly or has become unsafe 
to finish the game due to the grounds condition or mechanical problems. The remaining game will be pitched by 
the coaches. The ball will be pitched overhanded, violation of this will result in the batter being called out. 

13.9 The pitching mound will have a 20 foot diameter circle, with the center of the circle forty (40) feet from home 
plate. The defensive pitcher must stay to the side of the Pitching Machine until the ball has been hit, a violation 
of this rule will result in the umpire awarding the batter a homerun. The acting pitcher (coach) (if not operating 
the pitching machine must keep both feet within the pitching circle until he has delivered the pitch. A violation 
of this will result in the batter being called out by the umpire.  

13.10 The area inside a seventeen foot (17) arc from the back of home plate between the baselines will be considered 
foul territory. The arc will be treated as a foul line. 

BATS 

13.11 BATS: Only wood, magnesium, graphite, aluminum, little league composite materials will be permitted.  
Bats must be no longer than 32” and a maximum diameter of 2 5/8”. Bats must be taped (friction or cloth tap) a 
minimum of 8” and no more than 12”. Bat Weight Limitation (-14) Rubber coated handles are allowed. If a 
batter is found using an illegal bat, the batter will be out. The Umpire shall remove illegal bats from the game. 
Umpires will remove the bats and give back to the coach at the end of the game. Umpire will notify the head 
umpire of the illegal bat, the name of the head coach of the team involved and the name of the player. Any 
coach whose player uses an illegal bat the coach will be suspended for the next scheduled game. Only bats may 
be used in loosening up. No devices (i.e. bat donuts or weights) will be added 

13.12 Any batted ball that hits the pitching machine will result in a dead ball and runners will only get the base they  
were going to. Hitter will be awarded first base. 

Catcher’s Equipment 

13.13 The catcher must position himself in a normal catching position directly behind home plate. No coaches will be 
allowed to assist the catcher with missed pitches. The umpire will make every effort to retrieve missed pitches, 
in an effort to speed up the game. Face mask, throat protector, full helmet with earflaps (or Goalie style head 
protection), catcher’s mitt, chest protector and shin guards and a cup must be worn.      

SCORING 

13.14 There will be ten (10) batters or three (3) outs per inning. The tenth batter automatically constitutes two outs 
before batting. With the tenth batter at the plate, the third out may be made in any normal baseball method or 
when a defensive player touches home plate with the ball in his possession. (The over throw rule does not 
apply). The offensive team must notify the defensive team and the umpire of the 10th batter before the player 
bats. Failure to do so will result in the umpire calling out the 10th batter and ending the inning. Any runs scored 
during the 10th batter’s at bat will not count. 

13.15 Two (2) coaches will be allowed in the outfield for the entire season (including playoffs) 

13.16 Umpires will be used in all games. Balls and strikes will not be counted and the hit-by- pitch rule will not apply. 
Each batter will be given four (4) pitches maximum. After four pitches, if the ball has not been put in play, the 
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batter is considered out. The umpire may grant additional pitches only if the pitching machine has malfunction 
and a pitch was not hittable. 

13.17 Pitchers (children) that are on the field must wear a caged helmet for their protection. 

 

SUBSITUTIONS AND MINIMUM INNING RULE 

13.18 All players must sit out one (1) inning before any player sits out a second inning.  

13.19 The opposing scorekeeper must be notified of all changes. 

13.20 A manager may insert the player that made the last batted out as a substitute baserunner or catcher that 
reaches base.  That catcher and Pitcher must come into the next inning as the pitcher and catcher if another 
inning is to be played. This is for the purpose of expediting transitions between innings, getting the pitcher 
warmed up and getting the catchers gear on. 

13.21 No player can play more than 3 innings at any one position during a game. The only exception is in the City 
Championship game where a player can play a 4th inning at a certain position. 

  

10U ROOKIE - SPECIAL RULES- Rules 14.0-14.35 

14.0 Managers may have up to 12 players listed on their protected list. This may include up to 2 new recruited 
players. (Example: 10 previous players + 2 new recruited players). The remaining players to fill out the team’s 
roster will come from the league draft.                                                                                     

14.1 No inning will begin after one (1) hour and thirty (30) minutes from the start time. The time limit applies to the 
time of the third (3) out of the previous inning. This will apply for all regular season games.  All playoff games 
must go five (5) innings. The only exception is the city championship games, which must go seven (7) innings. 

14.2 Players shall be defensively placed in positions such that there is a defined infield and outfield: ten (10) players 
on the field with six (6) infielders and four (4) outfielders. If a team has only eight (8) or nine (9) players there is 
no restrictions as to the placement of the players except there must be a catcher.     

14.3 STEALING: base runners cannot steal or leave the base until the ball has crossed the plate. Violators will be 
called out, the ball will called dead and the pitch if any will not count. If the base runner has not made an 
attempt to take the next base, he must return to his base by the time the pitcher has the ball in his possession 
on the mound and his foot on the rubber. If the runner has not returned to his base before the pitcher pitches 
the next ball, the runner will be called out, and the pitch, if any, will not count. There will be no delayed steal 
allowed.  In the event of an attempted steal, there will be no advancement on an overthrow. 

14.4 BASE RUNNING: When a ball is hit into the outfield is thrown back and is in possession by a player in the infield, 
all base runners will only be able to advance to the base they are going to at the time of the possession of the 
ball. The infield shall be defined as the distance from home plate to a maximum of 5 feet beyond the bases and 
base paths.  

The base runners can advance, at their own risk, on any overthrow within the field of play (live ball area). Steal 
attempts would not apply. 
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14.5 BUNTING:  Bunting is allowed, an attempt to bunt with one (1) strike which is fouled is a foul ball. An attempt to 

bunt a second time with (1) strike, and the batter misses or fouls it off the batter is out. This rule is in effect for 
3-2 ball only 

 

PITCHING AND BASELINE DISTANCE 

14.6 Pitching distance shall be 46 feet from the back of home plate to the pitching rubber. Baseline distance will be 
60 feet. Home to second base will be 85 feet. 

PITCHING RULES/LIMITATIONS 

14.7 Calendar week starts Monday 12 A.M (Note:  All make up, or resumption games are required to abide by pitch 
count rules) 

14.8 Maximum appearances in a game is once (1). Maximum pitches per game is 54 pitches. Maximum pitches per 
Calendar week is 85 pitches. 

14.9 Number of days rest after number of pitches thrown.   Two (2) days of rest if pitched 36 to 41 pitches. Three (3) 
days of rest if pitched 42 or more pitches. 

14.10 Maximum innings allowed to appear in per week is five (5) innings. Example: A pitcher has just pitched his 36 
pitch in a Monday game. His next pitching eligible game would be Thursday. As he is required to have two (2) 
days of rest, being Tuesday and Wednesday                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

14.11 When MAX pitch count is reached, the pitcher MUST be removed from the position immediately. No exceptions. 

14.12 A pitcher throwing 36 or more pitches in a game cannot be moved to play catcher during that game. A catcher 
may at any time be moved to pitch in a game. Once the catcher has assumed the pitchers role and he reaches 36 
pitches he cannot go back to catching.  

14.13 A first violation of the pitching rules knowingly or unknowingly may result in a 1 game suspension of the 
manager.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
A second violation may result in a two (2) game suspension and may also result in possible suspension for the 
remainder of the season, or expulsion from the SHBSA for one (1) year. 

14.14 Delivery of a single pitch from the mound including warm-up constitutes pitcher of record for that inning. 

14.15 In all games, innings pitched and pitch count will be recorded in both of the teams scorebook each game 

14.16 All pitchers of record for both teams, will be reported with pitchers name and number and the number of 
innings pitched in, total pitches thrown will be reported along with the game scores (by both teams) to the 
League President/Baseball commissioner. Copy of this reporting is to be made available to all managers in the 
respective league the evening of each game. Failure to report within 24 hours will result in a one (1) game 
suspension. 

14.17 Legal delivery is defined as being pitched overhanded or sidearm with the ball always being waist high or above. 
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14.18 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) per pitcher per inning. A second visit to the same pitcher in 
the same inning will require a pitching change. If a manager visits the mound three (3) times to any one (1) 
pitcher in the entire game, that will also require a pitching change.  Manager visits to the mound are limited to 
one (1) minute. 

14.19 STRIKE ZONE: The strike zone shall be from the armpits to the knees and one ball length on each side of the 
plate. 

14.20 CURVE BALL: A curveball is not allowed. The umpire can call the pitch a ball if deemed a curveball. 

14.21 BALK RULE: The balk rule will not be in effect. 

14.22 HIT BY PITCH: If a pitcher hits three (3) batters in a game he must be removed from the pitching position. He 
must still comply with the substitution rule. 

14.23 INTENTIONAL WALK will count as four (4) pitches to the pitcher pitch count.  A player can only be intentionally 
walked one (1) time per game. 

14.24 PITCHERS GLOVE: The pitchers glove shall be of solid color and may not be white or gray. No pitcher shall wear 
wrist bands (sweatbands), or white or gray long sleeve shirts under their team uniform. No pitcher shall wear a 
batting glove. 

14.25 PASSEED BALL:  Within the 10U league, in the event of a dropped third strike, the batter is automatically out.  
No advancement of the batter is allowed.   

BATS 

14.26 Only wood, magnesium, graphite, aluminum, little league, composite materials will be permitted.  

14.27 Bats must be no longer than 33” and a maximum diameter of 2 5/8”. Bats must be taped (friction or cloth tap) a 
minimum of 8” and no more than 12”. Bat Weight Limitation (-12) Rubber coated handles are allowed. If a 
batter is found using an illegal bat, the batter will be out. The Umpire shall remove illegal bats from the game. 
Umpires will remove the bats and give back to the coach at the end of the game. Umpire will notify the head 
umpire of the illegal bat, the name of the head coach of the team involved and the name of the player. Any 
coach whose player uses an illegal bat the coach will be suspended for the next scheduled game. . 

14.28 Only bats may be used in loosening up. No devices (i.e. bat donuts or weights) will be added. 

                                              CATCHERS EQUIPMENT 

14.29 Face mask, throat protector, full helmet with earflaps (or Goalie style head protection), catcher’s mitt, chest 
protector and shin guards and a cup must be worn. 

        SCORING 

14.30 SCORING: Scoring is limited to five (5) runs per inning except as noted. The trailing team can score as many 
runs as necessary to tie the score. (i.e., if a team is leading 7-1, the trailing team can score up to 6 runs to tie) 

14.31 MERCY RULE: Mercy rule is in effect for all regular season and playoff games with the exception of the city 
championship games. City Championship games will have no mercy rule. Mercy rule will be twelve (12) runs 
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after four (4) innings and ten (10) runs after five (5) innings and (8) eight runs after (6) six innings.  All innings 
must be completed unless the home team has the lead. 

14.32 The infield fly rule is in effect for this division 

SUBSITUTIONS AND MINIMUM INNING RULE 

14.33 All players must sit out one (1) inning before any player sits out a second inning. The only exception to this 
would be if a starting pitcher is still under his allowable pitching requirements and he becomes the last player 
that would have to sit out his first inning. In this case, the starting pitcher will be allowed to continue to play 
until he reaches a MAX of any pitching limitation, a teammate would be allowed to sit for his second inning. 
When the starting pitcher reaches any maximum pitching limitation he must immediately be pulled from the 
game and fulfill his sitting requirement. 

14.34 The opposing scorekeeper must be notified of all changes. 

14.35 A manager may insert the player that made the last batted out as a substitute baserunner for any pitcher (of 
record) he must have thrown the last pitch defensively,) or catcher that reaches base.  That catcher and Pitcher 
must come into the next inning as the pitcher and catcher if another inning is to be played. This is for the 
purpose of expediting transitions between innings, getting the pitcher warmed up and getting the catcher’s gear 
on. 

12U JUNIORS:  SPECIAL RULES- Rules 15.0-15.35 

15.0 Managers may have up to 12 players listed on their protected list. This may include up to 2 new recruited 
players. (Example: 10 previous players + 2 new recruited players). The remaining players to fill out the team’s 
roster will come from the league draft pool. 

 15.1 No inning will begin after one (1) hour and forty five (45) minutes from the start time. The time limit applies to 
the time of the third (3) out of the previous inning.  This will apply for all regular season games. All playoff games 
must go five (5) innings. The only exception is the city championship games which must go seven (7) innings  

15.2 Only nine (9) players allowed on the field defensively      

15.3 STEALING: Stealing is allowed and is unlimited steals.  

15.4 BUNTING:  Bunting is allowed 

PITCHING AND BASELINE DISTANCE 

15.5 Pitching distance shall be 50 feet from the back of home plate to the pitching rubber. Baseline distance will be 
70 feet. Home to second base will be 99 feet. 

15.6 PITCHING RULES/LIMITATIONS: Calendar week starts Monday 12 A.M (Note:  All make up, or resumption games 
are required to abide by pitch count rules) 

15.7 Maximum appearances in a game is once (1). Maximum pitches per game is 72 pitches. Maximum pitches per 
Calendar week is 110 pitches. 
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15.8 Number of days rest after number of pitches thrown.   Two (2) days of rest if pitched 48 to 55 pitches. Three (3) 
days of rest if pitched 56 or more pitches. 

 15.9 Maximum innings allowed to appear in per week is ten (10) innings. Example: A pitcher has just pitched his 48 
pitch in a Monday game. His next pitching eligible game would be Thursday. As he is required to have two (2) 
days of rest, being Tuesday and Wednesday 

15.10 When MAX pitch count is reached, the pitcher MUST be removed from the position immediately. No exceptions. 

15.11 A pitcher throwing 41 or more pitches in a game cannot be moved to play catcher during that game. A catcher 
may at any time be moved to pitch in a game. Once the catcher has assumed the pitchers role and he reaches 41 
pitches he cannot go back to catching. 

15.12 A first violation of the pitching rules, knowingly or unknowingly, may result in a 1 game suspension of the 
manager.  A second violation may result in a two (2) game suspension and may also result in possible 
suspension for the remainder of the season, or expulsion from the SHBSA for one (1) year.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

15.13 Delivery of a single pitch from the mound, including warm-up, constitutes pitcher of record for that inning. 

15.14 In all games, innings pitched and pitch count will be recorded in both of the teams scorebook each game.         

15.15 All pitchers of record for both teams, will be reported with pitchers name and number and the number of 
innings pitched in, total pitches thrown will be reported along with the game scores (by both teams) to the 
League President/Baseball commissioner. Copy of this reporting is to be made available to all managers in the 
respective league the evening of each game. Failure to report within 24 hours will result in a one (1) game 
suspension for the coach. 

15.16 Legal delivery is defined as being pitched overhanded or sidearm with the ball always being waist high or above.  

15.17 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) per pitcher per inning. A second visit to the same pitcher in 
the same inning will require a pitching change.  If a manager visits the mound three (3) times to any one (1) 
pitcher in the entire game, that will also require a pitching change.  Manager visits to the mound are limited to 
one (1) minute. 

15.18 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) minute 

15.19 Strike Zone shall be from the armpits to the knees and the width of the plate.                                                                            

15.20 A curveball is not allowed. The umpire can call the pitch a ball if deemed a curveball. 

15.21 BALK RULE: The balk rule will be in effect.  Pitchers will be given one (1) warning. The second infraction will 
result in the standard bulk rule. 

15.22 HIT BY PITCH: If a pitcher hits three (3) batters in a game he must be removed from the pitching position. He 
must still comply with the substitution rule. 

15.23    Intentional walk will count as four (4) pitches to the pitcher pitch count.  A player can only be intentionally 
walked one (1) time per game. 
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15.24 PITCHERS GLOVE: The pitchers glove shall be of solid color and may not be white or gray. No pitcher shall wear 
wrist bands (sweatbands), or white or gray long sleeve shirts under their team uniform. No pitcher shall wear a 
batting glove. 

BATS 

 15.25 Only wood, magnesium, graphite, aluminum, little league, babe Ruth composite materials will be permitted 

15.26 Bats must be no longer than 33” and a maximum diameter of 2 5/8”. Bats must be taped (friction or cloth tap) a 
minimum of 8” and no more than 12”. Rubber coated handles are allowed. Bat Weight Limitation (-8) If a batter 
is found using an illegal bat, the batter will be out. The Umpire shall remove illegal bats from the game. Umpires 
will remove the bats and give back to the coach at the end of the game. Umpire will notify the head umpire of 
the illegal bat, the name of the head coach of the team involved and the name of the will be player. Any coach 
whose player uses an illegal bat the coach will be suspended for the next scheduled game.  

15.27 Only bats may be used in loosening up. No devices (i.e. bat donuts or weights) added. 

CATCHERS EQUIPMENT 

15.28 Face mask, throat protector, full helmet with earflaps (or Goalie style head protection), catcher’s mitt, chest 
protector and shin guards and a cup must be worn. 

SCORING 

15.29  Scoring is limited to five (5) runs per inning except as noted. The trailing team can score as many runs as 
necessary to tie the score. . (i.e., if a team is leading 7-1, the trailing team can score up to 6 runs to tie, nut no 
more) 

15.30 MERCY RULE: Mercy rule is in effect for all regular season and playoff games with the exception of the city 
championship games. City Championship games will have no mercy rule. Mercy rule will be twelve (12) runs 
after four (4) innings, ten (10) runs after five (5) innings. All innings must be completed, unless the home team 
has the lead. 

15.31 The infield fly rule is in effect for this division 

SUBSITUTIONS AND MINIMUM INNING RULE 

15.32 All players must sit out one (1) inning before any player sits out a second inning. The only exception to this 
would be if a starting pitcher is still under his allowable pitching requirements and he becomes the last player 
that would have to sit out his first inning. In this case, the starting pitcher will be allowed to continue to play 
until he reaches a MAX of any pitching limitation, a teammate would be allowed to sit for his second inning.  

15.33 When the starting pitcher reaches any maximum pitching limitation he must immediately be pulled from the 
game and fulfill his sitting requirement.                                                                                                                              

15.34 The opposing scorekeeper must be notified of all changes. 

15.35 A manager may insert the player that made the last batted out as a substitute baserunner for any pitcher (of 
record- he must have thrown the last pitch defensively,) or catcher that reaches base.  That catcher and Pitcher 
must come into the next inning as the pitcher and catcher if another inning is to be played. This is for the 
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purpose of expediting transitions between innings, getting the pitcher warmed up and getting the catcher’s gear 
on. 

14U MINORS:  SPECIAL RULES- Rules 16.0-16.34 

16.0 Managers may have up to 12 players listed on their protected list. The 12 players listed can come from players 
from the teams previous season roster and any new recruits the coach has recruited. The remaining players to 
fill out the team’s roster will come from the league draft 

16.1 No inning will begin after two (2) hours from the start time. The time limit applies to the time of the third (3) 
out of the previous inning. This will apply for all regular season games. All playoff games must go five (5) innings. 
The only exception is the city championship games which must go seven (7) innings 

16.2 Only nine (9) players allowed on the field defensively  

16.3 STEALING: Stealing is allowed and is unlimited steals.  

16.4 BUNTING:  Bunting is allowed 

PITCHING AND BASELINE DISTANCE 

16.5 Pitching distance shall be fifty three (53) feet from the back of home plate to the pitching rubber. `
 Baseline distance will be 75 feet. Home to second base will be 106 feet. 

16.6 PITCHING RULES/LIMITATIONS: Calendar week starts Monday 12 A.M (Note:  All make up, or resumption games 
are required to abide by pitch count rules) 

16.7 Maximum appearances in a game is once (1). Maximum pitches per game is 84 pitches. Maximum pitches per 
Calendar week is 130 pitches. 

16.8 Number of days rest after number of pitches thrown.   Two (2) days of rest if pitched 55 to 61 pitches. Three (3) 
days of rest if pitched 62 or more pitches. 

16.9 Maximum innings allowed to appear in per week is ten (10) innings. Example: A pitcher has just pitched his 55 
pitch in a Monday game. His next pitching eligible game would be Thursday. As he is required to have two (2) 
days of rest, being Tuesday and Wednesday 

16.10 When MAX pitch count is reached, the pitcher MUST be removed from the position immediately. No exceptions. 

16.11 A pitcher throwing 41 or more pitches in a game cannot be moved to play catcher during that game. A catcher 
may at any time be moved to pitch in a game. Once the catcher has assumed the pitchers role and he reaches 41 
pitches he cannot go back to catching. 

16.12 A first violation of the pitching rules knowingly or unknowingly will result in a 1 game suspension of the 
manager.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
A second violation will result in a two (2) game suspension and may also result in possible suspension for the 
remainder of the season, or expulsion from the SHBSA for one (1) year. 

16.13 Delivery of a single pitch from the mound including warm-up constitutes pitcher of record for that inning. 
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16.14 In all games, innings pitched and pitch count will be recorded in both of the teams scorebook each game 

16.15 All pitchers of record for both teams, will be reported with pitchers name and number and the number of 
innings pitched in, total pitches thrown will be reported along with the game scores (by both teams) to the 
League President/Baseball commissioner. Copy of this reporting is to be made available to all managers in the 
respective league the evening of each game. Failure to report within 24 hours will result in a one (1) game 
suspension. 

16.16 Legal delivery is defined as being pitched overhanded or sidearm with the ball always being waist high or above. 

16.17 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) per pitcher per inning. A second visit to the same pitcher in 
the same inning will require a pitching change.  If a manager visits the mound three (3) times to any one (1) 
pitcher in the entire game, that will also require a pitching change.  Manager visits to the mound are limited to 
one (1) minute. 

16.18 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) minute 

16.19 Strike Zone shall be from the armpits to the knees and the width of the plate. 

16.20 A curveball is allowed. 

16.21 BALK RULE: The balk rule will be in effect.  Pitchers will be not be given a warning.  

16.22 HIT BY PITCH: If a pitcher hits three (3) batters in a game he must be removed from the pitching position. He 
must still comply with the substitution rule. 

16.23    Intentional walk will count as four (4) pitches to the pitcher pitch count.  A player can only be intentionally 
walked one (1) time per game. 

PITCHERS GLOVE 

16.24 The pitchers glove shall be of solid color and may not be white or gray. No pitcher shall wear wrist bands 
(sweatbands), or white or gray long sleeve shirts under their team uniform. No pitcher shall wear a batting 
glove. 

CATCHERS EQUIPMENT 

16.25 Face mask, throat protector, full helmet with earflaps (or Goalie style head protection), catcher’s mitt, chest   
protector and shin guards and a cup must be worn. 

BATS 

 16.26 Only wood, magnesium, graphite, aluminum, little league, composite materials will be permitted 

16.27 Bats must be no longer than 34” and a maximum diameter of 2 5/8”. Bats must be taped (friction or cloth tap) a 
minimum of 8” and no more than 12”. Rubber coated handles are allowed. Bat Weight Limitation is (-5) If a 
batter is found using an illegal bat, the batter will be out. The Umpire shall remove illegal bats from the game. 
Umpires will remove the bats and give back to the coach at the end of the game. Umpire will notify the head 
umpire of the illegal bat, the name of the head coach of the team involved and the name of the player. Any 
coach whose player uses an illegal bat the coach will be suspended for the next scheduled game.  
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16.28 Only bats may be used in loosening up. No devices (i.e. bat donuts or weights) will be added. 

SCORING 

16.29  Scoring is limited to five (5) runs per inning except as noted. The trailing team can score as many runs as 
necessary to tie the score. . (i.e., if a team is leading 7-1, the trailing team can score up to 6 runs to tie, nut no 
more) 

16.30 MERCY RULE: Mercy rule is in effect for all regular season and playoff games with the exception of the city 
championship games. City Championship games will have no mercy rule. Mercy rule will be twelve (12) runs 
after four (4) innings, ten (10) runs after five (5) innings and eight (8) runs after six (6) innings all innings must 
be completed unless the home team has the lead. 

16.31 The infield fly rule is in effect for this division.               

SUBSITUTIONS AND MINIMUM INNING RULE 

16.32 All players must sit out one (1) inning before any player sits out a second inning. The only exception to this 
would be if a starting pitcher is still under his allowable pitching requirements and he becomes the last player 
that would have to sit out his first inning. In this case, the starting pitcher will be allowed to continue to play 
until he reaches a MAX of any pitching limitation, a teammate would be allowed to sit for his second inning. 
When the starting pitcher reaches any maximum pitching limitation he must immediately be pulled from the 
game and fulfill his sitting requirement. 

16.33 The opposing scorekeeper must be notified of all changes. 

16.34 A manager may insert the player that made the last batted out as a substitute baserunner for any pitcher (of 
record) he must have thrown the last pitch defensively,) or catcher that reaches base.  That catcher and Pitcher 
must come into the next inning as the pitcher and catcher if another inning is to be played. This is for the 
purpose of expediting transitions between innings, getting the pitcher warmed up and getting the catcher’s gear 
on. 

18U MAJORS:  SPECIAL RULES -Rules 17.0-17.34 

17.0 Managers may have up to 12 players listed on their protected list. The 12 players listed can come from players 
from the teams previous season roster and any new recruits the coach has recruited. The remaining players to 
fill out the team’s roster will come from the league draft 

17.1 No inning will begin after two (2) hours from the start time. The time limit applies to the time of the third (3) 
out of the previous inning. This will apply for all regular season games. This will apply for all regular season 
games. All playoff games must go five (5) innings. The only exception is the city championship games which must 
go seven (7) innings 

17.2 Only nine (9) players allowed on the field defensively  

17.3 STEALING: Stealing is allowed and is unlimited steals.  

17.4 BUNTING:  Bunting is allowed 
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PITCHING RULES/LIMITATIONS 

17.5 Pitching distance shall be sixty (60) feet six (6) inches from the back of home plate to the pitching rubber. 
Baseline distance will be 90 feet. Home to second base will be 127 feet. 

17.6 Calendar week starts Monday 12 A.M (Note:  All make up, or resumption games are required to abide by pitch 
count rules) 

 17.7 Maximum appearances in a game is once (1). Maximum pitches per game is 102 pitches. Maximum pitches per 
Calendar week is 170 pitches. 

17.8 Number of days rest after number of pitches thrown.   Two (2) days of rest if pitched 66 to74 pitches. Three (3) 
days of rest if pitched 75 or more pitches.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

17.9 Maximum innings allowed to appear in per week is ten (10) innings. Example: A pitcher has just pitched his 66 
pitch in a Monday game. His next pitching eligible game would be Thursday. As he is required to have two (2) 
days of rest, being Tuesday and Wednesday 

17.10 When MAX pitch count is reached, the pitcher MUST be removed from the position immediately. No exceptions. 

17.11 A pitcher throwing 41 or more pitches in a game cannot be moved to play catcher during that game. A catcher 
may at any time be moved to pitch in a game. Once the catcher has assumed the pitchers role and he reaches 41 
pitches he cannot go back to catching. 

17.12 A first violation of the pitching rules knowingly or unknowingly will result in a 1 game suspension of the 
manager.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
A second violation will result in a two (2) game suspension and may also result in possible suspension for the 
remainder of the season, or expulsion from the SHBSA for one (1) year. 

17.13 Delivery of a single pitch from the mound including warm-up constitutes pitcher of record for that inning. That 
will constitute as an inning pitched. One pitch or 3 outs both will constitute as an inning pitched. We will not 
count innings pitched as 1.1 or 1.2. It will be one inning or two inning. 

17.14 In all games, innings pitched and pitch count will be recorded in both of the teams scorebook each game 

17.15 All pitchers of record for both teams, will be reported with pitchers name and number and the number of 
innings pitched in, total pitches thrown will be reported along with the game scores (by both teams) to the 
League President/Baseball commissioner. Copy of this reporting is to be made available to all managers in the 
respective league the evening of each game. Failure to report within 24 hours will result in a one (1) game 
suspension. 

17.16 Legal delivery is defined as being pitched overhanded or sidearm with the ball always being waist high or above. 

17.17 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) per pitcher per inning. A second visit to the same pitcher in 
the same inning will require a pitching change.  If a manager visits the mound three (3) times to any one (1) 
pitcher in the entire game, that will also require a pitching change.  Manager visits to the mound are limited to 
one (1) minute. 

 17.18 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) minute 
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17.19 Strike Zone shall be from the armpits to the knees and the width of the plate 

17.20 A curve ball is allowed. 

17.21 BALK RULE: The balk rule will be in effect.  Pitchers will be not be given a warning 

17.22 HIT BY PITCH: If a pitcher hits three (3) batters in a game he must be removed from the pitching position. He 
must still comply with the substitution rule. 

17.23  INTENSIONAL WALK will count as four (4) pitches to the pitcher pitch count.  A player can only be intentionally 
walked one (1) time per game. 

PITCHERS GLOVE 

17.24 The pitchers glove shall be of solid color, no white or gray. No pitcher shall wear wrist bands (sweatbands), or 
white or gray long sleeve shirts under their team uniform. No pitcher shall wear a batting glove. 

BATS 

 17.25 Only wood, magnesium, graphite, aluminum, little league, composite materials will be permitted 

17.26 Bats must be no longer than 34” and a maximum diameter of 2 5/8”. Bats must be taped (friction or cloth tap) a 
minimum of 8” and no more than 12”. Rubber coated handles are allowed. . Bat Weight Limitation (-3) If a 
batter is found using an illegal bat, the batter will be out. The Umpire shall remove illegal bats from the game. 
Umpires will remove the bats and give back to the coach at the end of the game. Umpire will notify the head 
umpire of the illegal bat, the name of the head coach of the team involved and the name of the player. Any 
coach whose player uses an illegal bat the coach will be suspended for the next scheduled game.  

17.27 Only bats may be used in loosening up. No devices (i.e. bat donuts or weights) will be added. 

CATCHERS EQUIPMENT 

17.28 Face mask, throat protector, full helmet with earflaps (or Goalie style head protection), catcher’s mitt, chest 
protector and shin guards and a cup must be worn. 

SCORING 

17.29 Scoring is limited to seven (7) runs per inning except as noted. The trailing team can score as many runs as 
necessary to tie the score. . (i.e., if a team is leading 9-1, the trailing team can score up to 8 runs to tie, but no 
more) 

17.30 MERCY RULE: Mercy rule is in effect for all regular season and playoff games with the exception of the city  
championship games. City Championship games will have no mercy rule. Mercy rule will be twelve (12) runs 
after four (4) innings, ten (10) runs after five (5) innings, eight (8) runs after six (6) innings.  All innings must be 
completed unless the home team has the lead. 

17.31 The infield fly rule is in effect for this division. 
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SUBSITUTIONS AND MINIMUM INNING RULE 

17.32 All players must sit out one (1) inning before any player sits out a second inning. The only exception to this 
would be if a starting pitcher is still under his allowable pitching requirements and he becomes the last player 
that would have to sit out his first inning. In this case, the starting pitcher will be allowed to continue to play 
until he reaches a MAX of any pitching limitation, a teammate would be allowed to sit for his second inning. 
When the starting pitcher reaches any maximum pitching limitation he must immediately be pulled from the 
game and fulfill his sitting requirement. 

17.33 The opposing scorekeeper must be notified of all changes. 

17.34 A manager may insert the player that made the last batted out as a substitute baserunner for any pitcher (of 
record) he must have thrown the last pitch defensively,) or catcher that reaches base.  That catcher and Pitcher 
must come into the next inning as the pitcher and catcher if another inning is to be played. This is for the 
purpose of expediting transitions between innings, getting the pitcher warmed up and getting the catcher’s gear 
on. 

19+ Men’s League: Special Rules 18.0 – 18.29 

18.0 Teams can be created by either full or partial team registration or by blind assignment through general 
registration.  Teams will be allowed full or partial team registration.  Any players that register who do not 
request a specific team will be allocated evenly across the league to any available team.  

18.1 A dedicated team manager is not required but is preferable.  Teams are able to administrate their rosters, line-
ups, etc. in any manner that the team sees fit.  A background check for any volunteers, etc. is not required at 
this age level. 

18.2 No inning will begin after two (2) hours from the start time. The time limit applies to the time of the third (3) 
out of the previous inning. This will apply for all regular season games. This will apply for all regular season 
games. All playoff games must go five (5) innings. The only exception is the city championship games which must 
go seven (7) innings 

18.3 The minimum practice and weekly game attendance requirement is waived for this division. 

18.4 Only nine (9) players allowed on the field defensively  

18.5 STEALING: Stealing is allowed and is unlimited steals.  

18.6 BUNTING:  Bunting is allowed 

PITCHING RULES/LIMITATIONS 
18.7 Pitching distance shall be sixty (60) feet six (6) inches from the back of home plate to the pitching rubber. 

Baseline distance will be 90 feet. Home to second base will be 127 feet. 

18.8 Calendar week does not apply to this league.  Play time, pitch counts, etc. are at the players discretion. 

 18.9 Maximum appearances in a game is once (1).  There is no limit to pitch counts, weekly totals, etc. 

18.10 There is no restriction on the number of days rest.  But players are expected to use common sense and exercise 
safe play.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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18.11 There is no maximum inning rule.   Again, players are expected to use common sense and exercise good 
judgement. 

18.12 Pitchers and catchers can interchange at will.  No pitch count limitation. 

18.13 Game scores (by both teams) to the League President/Baseball commissioner.  Failure to report within 24 hours 
will result in the award of a loss for that game. 

18.14 Legal delivery is defined as being pitched overhanded or sidearm with the ball always being waist high or above. 

18.15 Manager visits to the mound are limited to one (1) per pitcher per inning. A second visit to the same pitcher in 
the same inning will require a pitching change.  If a manager visits the mound three (3) times to any one (1) 
pitcher in the entire game, that will also require a pitching change.  Manager visits to the mound are limited to 
one (1) minute. 

18.16 Strike Zone shall be from the armpits to the knees and the width of the plate 

18.17 A curve ball is allowed. 

18.18 BALK RULE: The balk rule will be in effect.  Pitchers will be not be given a warning 

18.19 HIT BY PITCH: If a pitcher hits three (3) batters in a game he must be removed from the pitching position. He 
must still comply with the substitution rule. 

18.20  INTENSIONAL WALK.  An intentional walk must be granted after the completion of (4) pitched balls.  No 
automatic award is allowed.  There is no limit to the number of intentional walks made during a game. 

PITCHERS GLOVE 
18.21 The pitchers glove.  There is no restriction on the make of the pitchers glove. 

18.22 Pitchers cannot wear any item that deemed distracting by the umpire. 

BATS 
 18.23 Any allowable material composition is allowed as long as it complies with the bat type rules. 

18.24 Bat type requirements.  Bats must be no longer than 34” and a maximum diameter of 2 5/8”. Bats must be 
taped (friction or cloth tap) a minimum of 8” and no more than 12”. Rubber coated handles are allowed. . Bat 
Weight Limitation (-3), BBCOR certified, and no greater than 1.15 BPF.  If a batter is found using an illegal bat, 
the batter will be called out. The Umpire shall remove illegal bats from the game. Umpires will remove the bats 
and give back to the team at the end of the game. Umpire will notify the head umpire of the illegal bat, the 
name of the team involved and the name of the player. Any player that uses an illegal bat that player will be 
suspended for the next scheduled game.  

18.25 Bat weights, warm-up sticks, etc. can be used in the batters on-deck circle. 

CATCHERS EQUIPMENT 

18.26 Face mask, throat protector, full helmet with earflaps (or Goalie style head protection), catcher’s mitt, chest 
protector and shin guards and a cup must be worn. 
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SCORING 
18.27 There are no scoring limitations per inning. 

18.28 MERCY RULE: Mercy rule is in effect for all regular season and playoff games with the exception of the city  
championship games. City Championship games will have no mercy rule. Mercy rule will be twelve (12) runs 
after four (4) innings, ten (10) runs after five (5) innings;  eight (8) runs after six (6) innings.  All innings must be 
completed unless the home team has the lead. 

18.29 The infield fly rule is in effect for this division 

SUBSITUTIONS AND MINIMUM INNING RULE 

18.30 There are no playing time minimum requirements.  Teams are expected to be fair with playtime per player. 

18.31 The opposing scorekeeper must be notified of all changes. 

18.32 A manager may insert the player that made the last batted out as a substitute baserunner for any pitcher (of 
record) he must have thrown the last pitch defensively,) or catcher that reaches base.  That catcher and pitcher 
must come into the next inning as the pitcher and catcher if another inning is to be played. This is for the 
purpose of expediting transitions between innings, getting the pitcher warmed up and getting the catcher’s gear 
on. 

ALL-STAR GAME 

19.0 All Star Game Time Limits:  All age divisions will be 7 inning games.  Machine Pitch will have a 2 hour game time 
with no inning starting after 120 minutes. 

19.1 All Star Playing Rules: All the rules from the regular season corresponding to each age division shall remain in 
effect for the all-star game. All even seeded teams will play on one team. All odd seeded teams will play on a 
team. The even seeded teams will be the home teams in the game.  

19.2 Managers Selected. The regular season top (2) two seeded teams in each age division will be the head coaches 
in the all-star game. If the top-seeded manager is unavailable, then the next highest seeded coach replaces that 
coach.    

19.3 All-Star Rosters- There will be 12 player rosters for all age divisions.  The initial 12 players for all leagues will be 
selected evenly among the even seeded teams and the odd seeded teams. For example in a 6 team league: 
Seeds 1, 3, 5 will get 4 initial players from each team, same as seeds 2,4,6. If there is an odd number of teams in 
a league Seeds 1,3,5, 7 each team will  get 3 initial players, while seeds 2,4,6 will get four players each initially. 

19.4 Players Selected- 12 players will be selected by the players peers (players themselves) for all age divisions. In all 
age divisions minus the machine pitch, the head coach will be allowed to select 2 additional players from any 
team in that age division that was not selected already. This is to allow the Head coach to ensure that he has 
enough players at certain positions (i.e. pitchers/catchers to fill his roster). If by the voting by the players has left 
him short of those key positions. The Head coach is not obligated to select pitchers/catchers, he may choose any 
two (2) players regardless of position.  The better seeded coach will get the first and fourth pick, while the other 
all-star coach will get the second and third picks.                                       




